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Strain localization analysis using a large deformation anisotropic elastic-plastic model coupled with damage Badis Haddag, Farid Abed-Meraim* and Tudor Balan
Introduction
The numerical prediction of metal forming defects is a constant preoccupation both for scientists and industry. With the development of new grades of sheet metals with high performances (i.e. combining large ductility with high strength), the study of their formability limits has become of great importance, since it contributes to increasing the design efficiency by reducing costs and time. In order to characterize the formability of sheet metals, Keeler (1965) introduced the concept of Forming Limit Diagram, which is defined by the two values of the principal strains in the sheet plane. This diagram represents a real practical interest, in the sense that it defines a safe zone corresponding to the domain of the sheet formability.
Since this early work of Keeler, several efforts have been devoted to the prediction of such diagrams (e.g. Laukonis and Gosh, 1978; Hutchinson and Neale, 1978; Cordebois and Ladevèze, 1982; Needleman and Tvergaard, 1983; Brunet et al., 1985; Arrieux et al., 1985; Kuroda and Tvergaard, 2000a,b; Stoughton, 2000; Chow et al., 2002 , Butuc et al., 2006 .
The use of advanced constitutive models is known to contribute to the proper prediction of the stress/strain history of the material under complex loading and, thus, to an improved prediction of the formability limit. The accurate description of the material behavior has received considerable attention in the last decades. For simple applications, the Swift and Voce laws are widely used to reproduce the isotropic hardening that occurs during monotonic loading paths. However, strain-path changes induce more complex phenomena that must be considered in the constitutive model. Among the phenomenological approaches, more advanced models are defined by combining isotropic and kinematic hardening. In these models, several internal variables with nonlinear evolution laws are introduced in order to improve the description of the Bauschinger effect, the ratcheting effect in fatigue, etc. (e.g. Marquis, 1979; Chaboche, 1986; Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1985) . An extensive bibliography on this subject is reported in (Haddag et al., 2007) as well as in (Chaboche, 2008) .
Since hardening in sheet metals is essentially due to the dislocation microstructure and its evolution, numerous attempts have been made to describe its effect on hardening at a macroscopic scale. Following this approach, Teodosiu and Hu (1995, 1998) and Teodosiu (1997) proposed a microstructure-based model representing not only the monotonic or reverse loading, but also the whole range between the two, including the particular case of an orthogonal strain-path. More precisely, the introduction of physically-motivated internal variables that describe the evolution of the persistent dislocation structures allowed new transient phenom-ena to be modeled. Stagnation, softening, and rapid changes in the work hardening rate -as observed during abrupt, two-stage sequential rheological tests -for a wide range of sheet metals are very well described with this model (Haddadi et al., 2006 ). In the current work, the plastic anisotropy induced by hardening has been modeled with the Teodosiu and Hu (1998) hardening model. The model can be coupled with any yield potential to take into account initial anisotropy. The classical cyclic hardening model of Chaboche, combining the ArmstrongFrederick and Voce (or Swift) laws, is used as a reference model, since it is widely available in commercial finite element codes.
However, sheet metal forming involves large plastic deformation that may induce damage, eventually leading to strain localization when material failure is approached. In order to take this phenomenon into account, several theories have been proposed by introducing damage in the constitutive models. The most often used approaches can be classified into two categories: micromechanics-based damage formulations and continuum damage theories. Wellestablished examples of each category are Gurson's damage theory (Gurson, 1977) and the Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM), popularized by Lemaitre (1985) . The first approach consists in describing the material degradation by an internal variable representing the volume fraction of the micro-cavities formed during loading. This approach is widely applied for porous materials (Gurson, 1977; Benallal and Comi, 2000; etc.) , as well as for sheet metals (e.g. Brunet and Morestin, 2001 ). On the other hand, the CDM approach introduces an internal variable that represents the surface density of micro-cracks. It is based on the thermodynamics of the irreversible processes, and is widely applied to metallic materials (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1985; Kachanov, 1986; Murakami, 1988; Lemaitre, 1992; Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1992a,b; Chaboche, 1999) . A comparative study of different ductile models (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1985; Gurson, 1977; Thomason, 1990; etc) can be found in Pardoen et al. (1998) .
The CDM approach is adopted in this paper to couple the elastic-plastic model to damage.
More specifically, the Teodosiu-Hu hardening model is coupled with a Lemaitre-type damage model. This allows one to simultaneously reproduce strain-path changes and softening effects.
In order to define an intermediate state corresponding to the strain localization during loading, several approaches have been developed in the literature. Some of them are widely applied to determine the FLDs. During the last century, numerous criteria of plastic instabilities have been proposed, e.g. maximum load criteria (Considère, 1885; Swift, 1952; Hora et al., 1996; Brunet and Morestin, 2001 ), Hill's material stability analysis (Hill, 1952 and or models assuming an initial defect in the material (Marciniak and Kuczy ski, 1967) . More pragmatic models (e.g. the Marciniak-Kuczy ski model) have been given extensive attention because of their industrial applications, in spite of their weaker theoretical foundations (e.g. Tvergaard, 2000a,b, 2004; Aretz, 2008) . On the other hand, the theoretically sounder approaches, e.g. Rice's strain localization criterion (Rudnicki and Rice, 1975; Rice, 1976) have mainly been investigated analytically, for simpler constitutive models and for particular (plane stress or plane strain) loading situations (Bigoni and Hueckel, 1991; Doghri and Billardon, 1995; Benallal and Comi, 2000; Benallal and Bigoni, 2004) .
In his initial analysis of localized necking, Hill (1952) used a simple constitutive model (rigid-plastic, J 2 flow theory) with a plane stress condition, showing that localized necking of a thin sheet occurs along the line of minimum straining. As an improvement, Benallal (1998) proposed a three-dimensional analysis of localized necking by studying the properties of the plastic hardening modulus at the point of strain localization with J 2 elastic-plastic flow theory. Dudzinski and Molinari (1991) proposed a linear perturbation analysis as an alternative to the bifurcation theory to predict plastic instabilities, while Barbier et al. (1998) showed a relation between this approach and the bifurcation one. Hora et al. (1996) proposed an improved version of the Swift criterion and applied it to the prediction of FLDs, while Brunet and Morestin (2001) used this criterion with an advanced elastic-plastic damage constitutive model and finite element analysis. Recently, Kuroda and Tvergaard (2004) studied the development of shear bands by using non-associative plasticity within the framework of a finite element analysis, while Kristensson (2006) used a micromechanical model with void effects (size and distribution in the representative volume element) to study the formability of metal sheets with voids.
However, the Rice localization criterion is seldom applied to study the ductility limit of metal sheets, although its application necessitates only the tangent modulus operator to predict strain localization and the orientation of localization bands. Also, its implementation in a finite element code is relatively easy compared to, for example, the M-K approach.
In this paper, a general and physical approach is proposed to model sheet metal forming by combining: an elastic-plastic constitutive description based on the hardening model of Teodosiu-Hu; a Lemaitre-type isotropic damage model; and Rice's localization criterion. The remainder of the paper is structured in four parts. In the first one (section 2), the complete set of constitutive equations is developed based on the large deformation theory. The second part (section 3) deals with the numerical implementation of the coupled constitutive model. The main aspects of the time integration algorithm are described, and the consistent tangent modulus is derived in a compact form in order to implement the model into an implicit finite element (FE) code. In the third part (section 4), the formulation of Rice's localization criterion and its numerical implementation are presented. In the fourth and last part (section 5), the coupled elastic-plastic-damage constitutive model and the localization criterion are applied to predict forming limits for monotonous and two-path straining modes. The ability of the model to reproduce transient features of the hardening and softening due to damage is investigated by means of rheological test simulations. This study allows one to highlight the capability of the proposed approach to predict the FLDs as well as the orientation of the shear bands, during direct and two-step loading paths.
Constitutive equations
The phenomenological elastic-plastic-damage modeling adopted here is rate independent (without viscous effects) and restricted to cold deformation. The material is initially stressfree (well-annealed state), undamaged and homogeneous. The ingredients of the constitutive model are: a hypo-elastic-damage law defining the stress rate with respect to the elastic strain rate, a yield criterion delimiting the elastic zone, a plastic flow rule, and a set of internal state variable evolution laws defining the work hardening and damage evolution during plastic deformation. Within the framework of large deformation, the constitutive equations require the use of objective rates. The goal of such objective derivatives is to satisfy the material invariance by eliminating all the rotations that do not contribute to the material response. A very common way to deal with this issue is to use the so-called local objective frames associated with various possible decompositions of the deformation gradient, which have been proposed in the literature to extend constitutive material models to the framework of large deformation.
Indeed, when writing the constitutive equations in terms of rotation-compensated variables, simple time derivatives are involved in the constitutive equations making them identical in form to a small-strain formulation (see (Haddag et al., 2007) for more details on the large strain kinematics utilized). It should be noted, however, that when the strains become sufficiently large, the choice of the particular co-rotational formulation (Jaumann, Green-Naghdi, plastic spin, etc.) may have an impact on the predicted stress-strain curves and the corresponding limit strains, especially for simple shear. While the Jaumann objective rate is chosen here for simplicity, other methods can be adopted to describe the rotation of the material frame. Another motivation behind this choice is the conformity to Abaqus, which allows our numerical implementation to be validated with regard to existing hardening models that are available in Abaqus. Furthermore, it is generally admitted that the particular choice of rotation matrix has little impact within the strain range before localization.
Anisotropic elastic-plastic model coupled with damage
Continuum damage mechanics was first introduced by Kachanov (1958) and slightly modified later by Rabotnov (1969) . This concept was then further developed (Lemaitre, 1992; Chaboche, 1999) , based on a continuous variable, d , related to the density of defects or micro-cracks in the material in order to describe its deterioration. Leckie and Hayhurst (1974) , Hult (1974) , and Lemaitre and Chaboche (1975) adopted this approach to solve creep and creep-fatigue interaction problems. Later, it was applied to ductile plastic fracture (Lemaitre, 1985) and also to other various applications (Lemaitre, 1984) . Note that most of the available presentations on the concept of continuum damage mechanics were concerned with metals as can be found in many treaties and research papers (Altenbach and Skrzypek, 1999; Doghri, 2000; Brünig, 2002; Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis, 2003; Brünig, 2003; Brünig et al., 2008) . In the context of damage mechanics in metal matrix composites, more recent publications can also be found, which are more specifically devoted to composite materials (see, for instance, Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1999) .
Experimental evidence of anisotropy in terms of both plasticity evolution and damage development has been shown (Chow and Wang, 1987a) . In this regard, the modeling of anisotropy by using tensor-valued representation of damage has been done e.g. by Lee et al. (1985) and Chow and Wang (1987b) , for ductile fracture problems, and more recently by Cicekli et al. (2007) , for plain concrete problems. For applications to brittle and creep fracture, a number of contributions using appropriate anisotropic damage models have been published (see e.g. Murakami, 1983; Krajcinovic, 1983) .
In the present work, as already announced in the introduction, a general rate-independent, anisotropic, elastic-plastic model is coupled to an isotropic damage model. More precisely, the physically-based hardening model of Teodosiu and Hu (1998) is coupled with the isotropic damage model of Lemaitre (1992) . The coupling is carried out through the concept of effective stress, defined as
and associated with the principle of strain equivalence (Lemaitre, 1971; Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1985) . In this equation, d is the continuum damage variable (
, with 0 d = for a safe material and 1 d = for a fully damaged one). This is a scalar variable; thus, damage is assumed to be isotropic, while is the Cauchy stress tensor in the damaged material and ~ is the stress tensor in an equivalent undamaged material. This is the classical framework of continuum damage mechanics (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1985; Lemaitre, 1992; Altenbach and Skrzypek, 1999) .
Basic equations of the coupled model
The differentiation of Eq. (1) yields:
As already argued, the forthcoming simple expressions are valid only when applied to rotation-compensated variables, which are adopted throughout this paper. Whenever the stress tensors are expressed in a fixed frame, some objective rates should be used instead.
The rate of the effective stress can be expressed by a hypo-elasticity law:
where C is the fourth-order tensor of the elastic constants, while D and p D are second-order tensors denoting the total strain rate and the plastic strain rate, respectively. Replacing in Eq.
(2) leads to:
Several approaches have been developed in the literature for coupling this damage description with a plasticity model (Chaboche, 1999) . The simplest one is to let damage affect the stress tensor as previously described, while the internal variables describing the hardening remain unaffected. This is the approach used by Lemaitre and co-workers (see Chaboche, 1999; Lemaitre et al., 2000) who coupled damage with several isotropic and/or kinematic hardening models. We adopted the same approach in the current work.
According to Lemaitre (1992) , the elastic domain of the damaged material is defined by the yield surface written in the following form:
where σ is the equivalent effective stress, which is a function of ( )
toric part of the effective stress), and the back-stress X (describing the kinematic hardening), whereas Y is the size of the yield surface (related to the isotropic hardening). The associated plastic flow rule reads:
where V is the flow direction normal to the yield surface and λ is the plastic multiplier that is to be determined from the consistency condition.
By considering the quadratic Hill yield criterion (Hill'48) given by ( )
:
where M is a fourth-order tensor containing the six anisotropy coefficients of Hill, the plastic flow rule can be expressed as
The evolution laws of hardening and damage, which will be defined subsequently, make use of the plastic multiplier λ . This latter is related to the equivalent plastic strain rate p , which is defined as the power conjugate of the equivalent effective stress σ , i.e.
Combining this last equation with Eq. (7), and given the plastic flow rule (8), the relationship between p and λ can be written as
Hardening model
The macroscopic hardening models are based on a set of internal variables, describing the isotropic and kinematic hardening. The Teodosiu-Hu hardening model is described in detail in Teodosiu and Hu (1995, 1998) . This model makes use of four internal variables: X and R are the classical back-stress and isotropic hardening variables, S is a fourth-order tensor describing the directional strength of the planar persistent dislocation structures, and P is a second-order dimensionless tensor describing the polarity of these structures. In general, kinematic hardening models use either the direction N of the plastic strain-rate or the direction of the deviatoric stress. For a plasticity model coupled to damage, these quantities are defined as:
For the coupling of the Teodosiu model with damage, the original form of the constitutive equations (Teodosiu and Hu, 1995 and 1998; Haddadi et al., 2006 ) is kept unchanged, except for the directions N and which are replaced by their "effective" counterparts N and .
Part of the isotropic and kinematic hardening is described by classical R and X variables, like in most combined hardening models:
The tensor S is further decomposed along the current plastic strain-rate direction into the scalar, "active" part D S and the fourth-order tensor, "latent" part L S , by the following expressions:
: : ,
The evolution laws for D S , L S and P are given as:
The functions g and h have been introduced in order to capture transient hardening after a change in strain-path. Their assumed mathematical forms are ( ) 
and sat X is a function of S , given by
Consequently, this hardening model involves 13 parameters:
n , r and f . The identification of these hardening parameters is a difficult task. The experiments required for the identification include monotonic tensile and shear tests, but also two or three reverse (preferably shear) tests and at least one orthogonal test (e.g.
tensile test followed by shear test). The sensitivity of the predicted stress-strain curves to some of the hardening model parameters is restricted to small zones of one or several curves (e.g. the transition zone of one or the other of the sequential tests). A detailed parameter identification method for this particular hardening model has been described by Haddadi et al. (2006) and several sets of material parameters are provided therein for several sheet metals.
The material parameters used in the current paper are selected from Haddadi et al. (2006) .
It is noteworthy that although the adopted coupling with a relatively basic isotropic damage model modifies the equations, their mathematical structure remains identical to their uncoupled form (see original work of Teodosiu and Hu, 1998) . Indeed, the assumption of a scalar damage variable is convenient for its simplicity and allows the derivation of the coupled evolution equations to be more easily handled. Besides this simplicity and the abovementioned difficulties related to material parameter identification, the seemingly formidentical mathematical structure for the constitutive equations is another motivation that justifies the choice of this simple approach for damage. This property proved very useful for the numerical implementation of the coupled model in a finite element code.
Damage evolution law
Several damage evolution laws are proposed in the literature within the framework of the so-called continuum damage mechanics (Lemaitre, 1992; Lemaitre et al., 2000; Hammi, 2000, etc.) , especially for sheet metals. Here, the evolution law of the damage variable d is assumed to be of the following form:
which was recently used by Khelifa (2004) to predict damage in deep drawing process simulations. The scalar quantities s , S , β and e i Y are material parameters, while the so-called strain energy density release rate e Y is given, for linear isotropic elasticity, by the following phenomenological expression (see e.g. Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1985; Lemaitre, 1992) : :
is the second invariant of the effective stress deviator, and E and ν are, respectively, the Young modulus and Poisson ratio of the undamaged material. Note that Germain et al. (1983) were the first to suggest the extension of Eq. (22) from a linear relation to a more general power law ( 1 s > ).
Analytical tangent modulus
Usually, rate-independent elastic-plastic laws can be written in the following compact form:
where ana L is the so-called analytical tangent modulus. Again, note that this equation is written in the local (material) frame. The expression of this modulus is required when formulating the Rice localization criterion (see section 4) for the chosen material.
Let us first determine the plastic multiplier λ . The consistency condition
The first term is obtained by the chain rule as ( )
and its subsequent terms are obtained as follows:
Back-substitution of these results leads to the following expression for the plastic multiplier:
where H λ is the scalar hardening modulus, affected by damage: : : :
Finally, after substituting in Eq. (4) and rearranging all the terms, the following linear rate equation is found:
where 1 α = for plastic loading and 0 otherwise, and
When the tensor C is isotropic, these expressions are further simplified, giving
and ( )
where G is the shear modulus and H λ is given by
One can notice that, if there is no damage in the model, then = C C , V V = , = and d H vanishes; in this case, it is easy to see that the classical expression of the elastic-plastic tangent modulus is recovered (see e.g. Haddag et al., 2007) .
Numerical implementation
In a finite element code, the constitutive model takes the form of a stress (and state) update scheme between a time t (at increment n ) and the subsequent time t t + ∆ (increment 1 n + ). The numerical implementation of this coupled model is done here using an implicit time integration scheme, following the Hughes and Winget (1980) approach, i.e. integration of the constitutive equations in the co-rotational frame. For the selected elastic-plastic model without damage, an accurate, implicit state update algorithm has already been developed (Haddag et al., 2007) . The numerical implementation of the damage-coupled model follows the same approach (see e.g. Benallal et al., 1988) and, under some assumptions, it will take a similar form.
First, the discrete forms of the constitutive equations are reviewed. Then, the main steps of the derivation of the consistent (algorithmic) tangent modulus are given.
Discrete form of the constitutive equations
Elasticity and normality laws. The discrete form of the elasticity law is ( )
This leads to the stress update equation
where
It appears that the final stress depends on the plastic strain increment and on the damage. The plastic strain increment is obtained from the discrete normality rule:
where the implicit character of the scheme clearly appears.
Hardening variables. The hardening variables are governed by rate equations of the form λ = y y H . According to Haddag et al. (2007) , they are updated with an implicit, semianalytical scheme. The following form of the update equations is obtained ( )
Damage. The semi-analytical time integration approach already used in Haddag et al. (2006 Haddag et al. ( , 2007 is used for the damage variable, which leads to ( ) ( )
Numerical resolution
The resolution of the previous set of nonlinear equations is performed using the NewtonRaphson procedure. In Haddag et al. (2007) , the elastic-plastic model has been reduced to a set of two equations, depending only on the main variables ′ = − T X and ∆λ. The size reduction of the linear systems is a common preoccupation when constitutive models are implemented (see e.g. Alves, 2003; Khelifa, 2004; Haddag et al., 2007, etc.) . This approach ensures the robustness of the Newton-Raphson resolution, while keeping computing times within reasonable values. In the case of the damage-coupled model, adopting the same reduction procedure leads to the following two-equation system:
where ′ = − T X and ′ ∆ is the deviatoric part of the strain increment. Nevertheless, Eq. (41) should be added to this nonlinear system, which can be subsequently solved for By doing this, the numerical resolution becomes very similar to the one used for the undamaged model. Another motivation behind this assumption is that the damage equation exhibits a yield value; thus, during the first part of the loading history, the previous approximation will have no impact on the solution. During the last part, when damage is activated, the strain increments should be restricted to safe values in order to ensure the overall accuracy.
Consistent tangent modulus
For the finite element equilibrium resolution, the constitutive algorithm must also provide the variation of the stress increment due to a variation in the strain increment:
The fourth-order tensor alg L is the so-called consistent tangent modulus (algorithmic modulus), which is calculated hereafter.
The differentiation of the elasticity law gives
The differential of the plastic strain increment, ( ) p D ∆ , can be determined by differentiation of the normality rule:
The differentiation of the yield criterion and V , respectively, gives
, :
By replacing ( ) 
One still has to express ( ) ( ) ( )
By differentiating ′ and X , and replacing in the relation of ( )
where 4 ′ I is the fourth-order symmetric and deviatoric identity tensor. By differentiating the discrete form of the damage evolution law (Eq. (41)
The differentiation of Eq. (23) 
This last expression defines the algorithmic tangent modulus alg L to be used for the numerical implementation into an implicit finite element code.
Localization criterion
As mentioned in the introduction, several theories have been proposed in the literature to predict strain localization in sheet metals. One of the most popular theories is the Marciniak-Kuczy ski analysis, which has been intensively used in sheet metal forming, both due to its simple implementation and also for its applicability to a wide range of materials: ratedependent and rate-independent behavior models. The localization criterion first proposed by
Rice (Rudnicki and Rice, 1975; Rice, 1976 ) is used in this study. This criterion has already been applied by other authors to analyze strain localization for different material behavior models. For example, Benallal and Comi (2000) applied this criterion to porous media, Lemaitre et al. (2000) used it to define a critical value of damage in an elastic-plastic-damaged material, while Doghri and Billardon (1995) adopted this criterion to predict the orientation of the localization bands for an elastic-plastic-damaged material within a finite element analysis.
In a recent study, this bifurcation criterion has also been used with a Gurson-type model for ductile fracture analysis (Sánchez et al., 2008) . Ito and co-workers (Ito et al., 2000) have combined an original constitutive law that takes into account the fact that "the direction of the stress rate affects the direction of the plastic strain rate" (Goya and Ito, 1990 ) and Hill's quadratic yield surface with Rice's criterion to compute FLDs without pre-strain. Recently, Rice's criterion has been combined with a self-consistent micromechanical model to predict ductility limits (Franz et al., 2008 (Franz et al., , 2009 ), while Signorelli et al. (2008) and Wu et al. (2005 Wu et al. ( , 2007 used the M-K approach combined with crystal plasticity models.
In addition to its sound mathematical background, this criterion does not require any fitting parameter and it is independent of the resolution of the constitutive equations. Therefore, it is relatively easy to implement as a post-processing computation. Moreover, it predicts the limit strains reached at localization, as well as the orientation of the localization band. Rice (1976) indicates that the criterion does not detect any strain localization in the case of associative plasticity, unless a softening behavior is considered in the constitutive model.
The basic ideas underlying this criterion are briefly recalled hereafter, before the particular form of the analytical tangent modulus required for its application is derived.
Rice's localization criterion
This criterion applies to a continuous medium undergoing a homogeneous strain state. The strain localization is searched for as a bifurcation phenomenon, meaning that a nonhomogeneous straining mode becomes possible (i.e., the uniqueness of the solution of the rate equations is lost). This non-homogeneity is considered as a planar localization band, defined by its normal n (see Fig. 1 ). The velocity gradient inside and outside the band are respectively The nominal stress rate is related to the velocity gradient by the following constitutive law:
where L is an analytical tangent modulus that has to be expressed in terms of ana L and other fourth-order moduli induced by the large strain formalism. The continuity of the stress vector through the band of normal n is written as
where [ ] + − = − A A A designates the jump in a quantity A across the chosen plane. Maxwell's compatibility condition for the velocity field states that a vector exists such that the jump in
Note that = 0 enforces a continuous velocity gradient field. Combining Eqs. (54)- (56),
This is a typical eigenvalue problem and the existence of a nontrivial solution for (i.e., bifurcation condition ≠ 0 ) requires that the following determinant vanishes:
This last equation gives a necessary condition for a localization band to appear (i.e., when the acoustic tensor becomes singular, thus corresponding also to the loss of ellipticity of the boundary value problem); it describes the strain localization criterion introduced by Rice (1976).
Tangent modulus for the ellipticity loss prediction
The application of the former localization criterion requires the calculation of the modulus L . In a fixed frame, the hypo-elasticity law reads ( )
where designates the Jaumann derivative of the effective Cauchy stress
The stress rate can be thus expressed as
The Cauchy stress and the nominal stress are related to each other by the classical relation
where F is the deformation gradient and ) det(F = J is its Jacobian. Thus,
In an updated Lagrangian formulation, = F I and 1 J = ; Eq. (63) simplifies as:
and, replacing the Cauchy stress rate from Eq. (61) yields:
All terms on the right-hand side of this above expression can be linearly expressed in terms of the velocity gradient G, in the following way:
: :
where ana L is the analytical tangent modulus from Eqs. (24) and (33), while 1 L , 2 L and 3 L are fourth-order tensors that can be expressed, after some mathematical manipulations, as
and finally
It is noteworthy that the resulting modulus L possesses no symmetry, due to the particular forms of the three i L terms.
Numerical implementation of the localization criterion
The numerical detection of localization with Rice's criterion can be considered as a minimization problem:
In the case where
, there is no localization in the material point considered.
Otherwise, o Otherwise, continue to 1 for the next loading increment.
Applications
In this section, the capability of the proposed approach to predict the FLDs, as well as the orientation of the shear bands, in monotonic and two-step sequential loading paths, is investigated. The study highlights the capability of the coupled model to predict different characteristics of the stress-strain relationship, especially its potential to simultaneously reproduce transient features of the hardening due to strain-path changes and the softening due to damage.
Validation of the constitutive model
Several direct and sequential loadings are considered for the investigation of the constitutive model and the validation of the computer implementation. The simulated tests correspond to typical in-plane sheet metal rheological tests, which are regularly used for the experimental and numerical assessment of FLDs using various models.
The materials used for the investigations are a dual phase high strength steel and a mild steel. The corresponding plastic anisotropy and hardening parameters (Hill'48 yield surface and Teodosiu-Hu hardening parameters) are listed in Table 1 and have been taken from Haddadi et al. (2006) and (3DS Report, 2001) . The initial anisotropy is rather negligible for the dual phase steel (F, G, and H close to 0.5), while it is important for the mild steel. Plastic anisotropy is known to dramatically influence the forming limits and thus the use of the anisotropic Hill criterion is compulsory for the mild steel. Concerning hardening parameters, it is noteworthy that the latent part of the directional strength tensor, L S , is deactivated for the dual phase steel, since SL C and r are set to zero.
In (Haddadi et al., 2006) , the material parameters are also available for a simpler harden- Table 1 .
One should note, however, that coupling with damage was not taken into account during the parameter identification of the elastic-plastic model. Parameter identification of damage models is a troublesome task and, to the knowledge of the authors, no attempt has been made to identify the parameters for the Teodosiu model coupled with damage. Moreover, the hardening parameters also depend on the parameter identification of the yield function, which also may influence considerably the FLD (Aretz, 2007) . For the current work, a numerical study has been performed to address the impact of the damage parameters on the stress-strain curves and the FLDs. Consequently, a set of parameters has been chosen (see Table 2 ) that exhibits acceptable results, e.g., in terms of limit strains for simple tests. While one cannot consider the resulting set of parameters to correspond to the real materials under study, the use of the same set of damage parameters for both the Teodosiu model and the reference ArmstrongFrederick-Swift (AFS) model is believed to be consistent for the numerical comparison performed in the remainder of the paper. code Abaqus and its numerical validation. Since the damage model adopted in this work is not available in Abaqus, the validation is performed with respect to the isotropic-kinematic hardening model (without damage), which is available in Abaqus. First, the same hardening model is obtained from the Teodosiu model by setting several parameters to zero and by deactivating the damage. As shown in Fig. 2a , the reference curve is obtained even when extremely large time increments are used. Next, the same reference curve is recovered by giving limit values to the damage parameters, when the damage law is activated. Through these simple simulations, the numerical implementation of the model appeared to be accurate and effective. Fig. 3 shows the stress-strain predictions of several monotonic and two-step sequential tests for the mild steel. The effects of strain-path changes are clearly captured by the Teodosiu model for both reverse and orthogonal tests, as reported by Haddadi et al. (2006) . On the other hand, the coupling with the damage model introduces softening behavior effects that were not available in the previous versions of the model. Other two-stage strain-path loadings will be further simulated in § 5.2 to analyze the effect of pre-strain on the FLD. Fig. 3b emphasizes the differences between the predictions of the two hardening models. As expected, the two models describe in a very different manner the transition zones after strain-path change; however, the predictions of the remaining of the two-stage sequential tests are remarkably similar up to very large strains. While this figure illustrates well the consistency of the two models, it is noteworthy that the predictions of the shear test up to shear strains equal to 3 cannot be considered realistic. In addition to the damage parameter identification, the choice of the Jaumann rate also becomes very questionable at such large strains. Indeed, although very popular in FE codes, this co-rotational description has been shown to exhibit some shortcomings when kinematic hardening is considered in the elastic-plastic constitutive modeling (Nagtegaal and De Jong, 1981; Lee et al., 1983) . The main manifestation of this, which was first observed by Dienes (1979) , is a spurious oscillatory shear stress response in simple shear test simulation when the strains become sufficiently large. This observation gave rise to extensive investigations in the literature; some of which suggesting the use of alternative objective stress rates, while a more consistent treatment of this undesirable oscillation, pioneered by Dafalias (1985) , seems to be the inclusion of the plastic spin as a variable in the constitutive modeling. However, the evolution law of such a spin tensor is generally difficult to model; only micromechanical physically motivated models give an explicit formula for the plastic spin, whereas in most phenomenological models it is assumed to vanish. In all the subsequent applications, however, the stress-strain curves should not go beyond the strain localization point as discussed in Section 5. 
Forming Limit Diagram prediction
As demonstrated by Rice (1976) , the localization criterion considered here does not allow for the detection of strain localization in the case of an associative plasticity model with saturating stress-strain curves. This limitation is clearly illustrated in Fig. 4 (Top) . In other terms, the introduction of a softening effect (by coupling the model with damage for instance) is required for the activation of the criterion, as shown in Fig. 4 (Bottom) . Fig. 5 illustrates the evolution of the localization criterion for different rheological tests as well as its respective predictions of limit strains. The strain state corresponding to the criterion activation is considered as the formability limit, and is plotted on the FLD. Fig. 6 shows the FLDs that correspond to various sets of damage parameters. As expected, delayed initiation of damage predicts higher formability limits. This figure clearly demonstrates the dramatic impact of the damage parameters on the formability prediction (see also Haddag et al. (2008) ). Table 2 . The thick curve on all the plots corresponds to the damage parameters selected for all the subsequent simulations.
In the remainder of the paper, the same damage model and the parameters from Table 2 are used with either the Teodosiu or Armstrong-Frederick-Swift (AFS) hardening model. In order to illustrate the consistency of this choice, the tensile stress-strain curves for the mild steel and the FLDs corresponding to both situations are plotted in Fig. 7 . The respective predictions of the two models are slightly different. One may note that, in the range of moderate strains where the hardening parameters are usually identified (up to 30…40% of tensile strain), the stress-strain curves almost coincide. Beyond the strain range that is typical for the identification of the hardening parameters, differences appear between the two predictions and, accordingly, the limit strains are somewhat different. As seen in Fig. 7a , the FLDs predicted by the two models are fairly close to each other, with the largest difference being observed for uniaxial tension. Finally, the effect of a pre-strain on the FLD is shown in Fig. 8 . The well-known "translation" of the FLD to the left in the case of uniaxial tensile pre-strain is observed, as well as the translation of the FLD to the right in the case of balanced biaxial pre-strain. Thus, the classical tendencies observed in experiments are well reproduced by the localization criterion adopted in this work. hardening parameters for both models are taken from (Haddadi et al., 2006) , listed in Table 1 , and the damage parameters are given in Table 2 . 
Orientation of the localization bands
Rice's localization criterion also provides the orientation of the localization band. This orientation can be defined by two angles, as shown in Fig. 9 : the angle 1 θ gives the inclination of the band with respect to the rolling direction in the sheet plane (RD,TD), while the angle 2 θ gives the inclination of the band with respect to the rolling direction in the thickness plane (RD,ND). For sheet materials, these two angles correspond to the in-plane orientation of the band, and a measure of its out-of-plane inclination. Most of the developments available in the literature assume a plane stress state and, moreover, do not take the out-of-plane inclination into account (e.g. Lemaitre et al., 2000) . The orientation of the localization band is reported in Fig. 10 for different loading modes.
The values of the in-plane angle for simple shear and uniaxial tension correspond to the classically known experimental values as well as to those predicted with other models. For the plane strain tension, the result corresponds to the experimental observations, as well as to the prediction of the Marciniak-Kuczy ski model (for the in-plane orientation). On the contrary, calculations of plane strain tension using the Rice model, when the normal to the localization band is forced to lay in the sheet plane, predict an in-plane angle of about 75°…80° (depending on the material model and parameters). Although the analysis is purely theoretical, the graphical representations clearly correspond to the experimental localization modes for the considered tests. The 3D analysis is not only useful for predicting the out-of-plane orientation of the band, but it is compulsory for a proper prediction of the in-plane orientation of the band and the corresponding limit strains. As shown in Fig. 10 , the band is perpendicular to the sheet plane for simple shear and uniaxial tensile tests, while it is inclined at an angle of 45° to the sheet plane for plane strain tension. In the case of the equibiaxial tensile test, there is no privileged in-plane orientation for the band. As a final result, the effect of pre-strain on the band orientation has also been investigated during sequential rheological tests. After 5% and 10% of pre-strain in uniaxial tension or equibiaxial tension are applied, the band orientations are practically unchanged during the subsequent monotonic tests. Thus, no effect of the pre-strain on the orientation of the localization band has been noticed. However, the limit strains are strongly influenced. This aspect is further investigated hereafter. Fig. 10 . Sketches of the in-plane and out-of-plane orientation of the localization band of the sheet.
Influence of strain-path changes on the predicted FLDs
The dramatic impact of the strain path on the forming limits is well known. The concept of stress-based FLD (the σ FLD) initiated by Arrieux et al. (1985) sought to provide an alternative, strain-path independent way to address the sheet metal formability. However, the recent works of Yoshida and co-workers Yoshida and Suzuki, 2008) provide experimental evidence and theoretical explanations of the strain-path dependency of the σ FLD for particular cases of strain-path changes and, more generally, when the constitutive behavior of the material is strain-path dependent. It has also been shown (Gotoh, 1985; Kuroda and Tvergaard, 2000b ) that the details of the loading procedure during a strain-path change (with elastic unloading or not; with abrupt or continuous path change) strongly affect the results. Of equal importance, the constitutive model is known to affect the strain-path dependency of the FLD, at least when the Marciniak-Kuczy ski model is used (Hiwatashi et al., 1998; Yoshida and Suzuki, 2008) . Since Rice's criterion re-lies mainly on the constitutive tangent modulus to predict localization, its ability to capture the strain-path dependency on the FLD prediction is investigated here. Among several popular strain-path change possibilities (Nakazima et al., 1968) , the combination of tensile or balanced biaxial pre-strains followed by plane strain tension has been shown to be insensitive to the details of the loading procedure adopted in the simulation (Kuroda and Tvergaard, 2000b) .
The mild steel is used for this investigation, as it exhibits complex strain-path-change transient phenomena, and the predictions of the Teodosiu model are compared to those of the AFS model (both of which are coupled with damage).
The results of this investigation are summarized in Fig. 11 . When the second loading mode is plane strain tension, the formability of the sheet material is dramatically reduced. As soon as the amount of pre-strain reaches a certain level, the strain localization appears immediately after the strain-path change. It is clear from Fig. 11 that this critical pre-strain level is smaller for the Teodosiu model than for the AFS model, whatever the pre-strain is tensile or biaxial. In order to understand the origin of these differences, the stress-strain curves corresponding to the two-path tests used to determine the FLDs are shown in Fig. 12 for both models. The ( ) 11 ⋅ stress and strain components are represented in these plots so that the strains at localization are the same as the major strain values for the corresponding points in Fig. 11 .
When tensile pre-strains are used ( Fig. 12a and 12b) , the results are very illustrative. With the increase of the pre-strain amount, the two models exhibit different characteristics. The classical AFS model always predicts almost the same plane strain tension curve, except that it is "translated" with the amount of tensile pre-strain. While the amount of pre-strain is increasing, the amount of subsequent strain prior to localization decreases and vanishes when the prestrain is 70% or larger. The Teodosiu model exhibits fairly different behavior characteristics.
Larger pre-strains induce an increase in the stress level after strain-path change, together with a decrease of the slope of the stress-strain curve. As a consequence, the decrease of the amount of subsequent strain before localization is accelerated, and decreases more rapidly down to zero. The same conclusions can be observed in Fig. 12c and 12d for the second strain-path change, which involves a biaxial pre-strain followed by plane strain tension. These latter figures also show very clearly that the two models predict very different stress levels at localization. Indeed, the stress at localization is decreasing continuously for the AFS model as the pre-strain is increasing. However, for the Teodosiu model, the stress is increasing until the pre-strain reaches a value of 15%. At this point, the subsequent strain (until localization) al-most vanishes and increasing the pre-strain leads to a decrease of the stress levels. This difference is due to the larger stresses and smaller hardening slopes predicted by the Teodosiu model after a strain-path change, in agreement with the experimental observations reported e.g. by Haddadi et al. (2006) for this material. These observations concerning the pathdependence of the stresses at localization agree very well with the recent conclusions obtained by Yoshida and Suzuki (2008) using the Marciniak-Kuczy ski model. The two-step loading procedure used for this analysis did not include elastic unloading, as is clearly visible from the plots. The second loading path has been directly imposed at the end of the first path, and the stress point slides along the yield surface from the initial location to the subsequent one without unloading. This is consistent with Kuroda and Tvergaard (2000b) , who showed the FLD to be insensitive to the loading procedure for this particular strain-path change. It is noteworthy that the transition zones after a strain-path change are correctly reproduced here with the Teodosiu model, whether elastic unloading is simulated (Fig. 3) or not (Fig. 12) , provided that the numerical implementation is accurate. This clarifies some discussions in the scientific literature about the need for a modified version of the Teodosiu model when the strain-path changes continuously.
Conclusions
An advanced anisotropic elastic-plastic model has been coupled to an isotropic damage model, and the bifurcation condition of Rice has been introduced as a localization criterion for this material model. The whole set of constitutive equations is formulated within the large deformation framework, since sheet metals undergo large strains during forming. In order to use the proposed approach as an effective prediction tool, a robust implementation of the constitutive model has been performed using an implicit integration scheme. The corresponding consistent tangent modulus has been derived, so that it can be used in an implicit finite element code.
For the strain localization analysis, an analytical tangent modulus has been developed within a general, fully three-dimensional framework, in order to predict the limit strains at localization, as well as the orientation of the localization band in the general 3D case, without the assumption of a plane stress state (as is commonly adopted in the literature). Also, the orientation of the planar band of localization has been sought in the whole space of possible orientations.
Monotonous and sequential two-step rheological tests have been simulated. As a first result, the proposed hardening-damage coupling allows for the description, simultaneously, of transient hardening due to strain-path changes and softening effects. These numerical simulations reproduce the experimental trends both in terms of limit strains and localization band orientation. In addition, the unconstrained, fully three-dimensional implementation of the localization criterion made out-of-plane orientations possible for the localization band, which represents an original result. The prediction of sequential FLDs after two-step loading strongly depends on the material model. The trends predicted with the Rice localization criterion used in this paper are confirmed by recent results from literature, obtained with the M-K model.
Consequently, the Rice criterion proves itself to be an effective alternative for the prediction of sheet metal formability. In order to further improve its accuracy, this modeling framework will be generalized to more complex (anisotropic) damage models and their numerical implementation in a fully implicit way. The model can be applied for the prediction of forming limits for arbitrary loading paths (e.g. with continuous strain-path changes), as well as strain localization predictions in finite element simulations of complex forming processes.
